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Our mission is the driving force behind our daily activities:

We aim to be the leading supplier of shell and tube heat exchangers and turnkey systems in defined fields of application.

We clearly understand the requirements of our clients and provide them with customized solutions in highest quality.

As a technology leader, we stand for high-quality equipment and turnkey solutions, achieve thereby maximum customer satisfaction and sustained positive business success.

 

We are Hering

	because we are passionate about creating individual solutions
	because we master challenging tasks in a cool and confident manner
	because we transform the ‘pressure to achieve’ into the ‘pleasure to achieve’
	because we measure our performance based on customer satisfaction
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WE ARE HERING!
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Thanks again for the excellent experience and efforts.
It has been a pleasure working with Hering.
			

Ameresco USA																








Dear Hering Team,
Thank you once again for your great support and assisting us to get the HRSG back in operation!
			

Northeast Energy Systems															William Hurtubise
			








First of all I would like to thank you very much for the cooperation so far. We have successfully manufactured and delivered the equipment for 3 Units already!
			

GE Power															Miłosz Kierczak
			








Hering was one of the first acquisitions of BAVARIA Industries Group.
 We are pleased that the company has taken significant steps forward in regard to technology, processes, and customer orientation, and has further solidified its position on the market.
 We look forward to continue providing support to this positive development, and wish all of the staff great success.
			

Raimar Scholz															BAVARIA Industries Group AG
			








Characteristic for the cooperation with Hering AG is the exceptionally professional manner and mutual trust in the interplay of high-quality processes on both sides. Of particular mention here is the professional and personal exchange, which always makes this cooperation a pleasure!
			

Eileen Stengel															Hanseatisches Personalkontor Bayern GmbH
			








We have been working together with Hering for years now and value the trustworthy and reliable partnership, which has developed during this time. We are pleased to be able to continue to work with Hering AG in the future and would like to express our appreciation for the excellent cooperation
			

Stephan Janisch															Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberösterreich AG
			








It is great to work with Hering, who aims for perfection and harmony with the environment, and at the same time provides a solution that suits your needs.
			

Andrés González Cysore Mexico															cysore.com
			








I thank you very much for all the information and the promptness of your response. It has all been of a very professional standard and allowed me to complete all of the works in a timely manner.
			

Colin Mongta Inspection Services Pty Ltd.															cmis.net.au
			








The work you are doing is fantastic.
Although at a higher cost, the better performance of the Hering equipment delivers greater value to our customers.
			

EPS AB Energy Canada Ltd.															epsenergy.ca
			








We are also looking forward to continue a successful business partnership with your company. You have been very professional and prompt in the way that you have dealt with our business so far!
			

TSF Engineering															tsfeng.com.au
			








Many thanks for your support and the flexibility you have displayed.
			

GE Jenbacher															jenbacher.com
			








The consistency and integrity that hallmarks the development, discussion, decision-making, and implementation of measures at Hering is simply inspiring. Even as an external service provider, you proudly experience and live according to the motto “We are Hering”.
 Thank you for this very special partnership!
			

Stefan Roth															werbeagentur roth gmbh
			








We like to thank you explicitly, that we were able to assist you in the development of your heat exchanger by using our CFD-simulations. The cooperation was efficient, targeted and successful. We look forward to the next joint project with your Company.
			

Ing. Büro TWB															Ingenieurbüro TWB
			








Thank you very much for the turn around on this project and how Hering handled it. I look forward to seeing this unit land next week and closing out this very important project.
			

Derek McMahon															Wajax
			








Thank you and your team for addressing our concern, and provide us and our end user with an acceptable and positive solution. I would like to express my appreciation to all of you, for your exceptional customer service and your efforts to make this happen.
			

Daniel Zanini															Enerflex
			








For us it was also a pleasure to meet you. Special thanks from all of us for your very professional Support. It Looks like our customer consider HERING´s steam solution as a good one. We appreciate you decision and look forward to the long-term mutually beneficial cooperation.
			

Pavel Savenko															KTS Engineering LLC
			








Thank you for your quick and efficient answers. It's a real pleasure to work with professional technicians.
			

Marc Aumarechal															International Paper
			








Thank you for your immediate reaction and the Input I’ve received.
I must say, as usually HERING Company performed as top class supplier meeting the expectations and needs of the customer in 100%.
			

Slawomir Kopiec															Project Quality Manager - GE Power
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Address & Contact


Hering AG
Nürnberger Str. 96
91710 Gunzenhausen / Germany



T: +49 (0) 9831 8000-0
F: +49 (0) 9831 8000-67
E: info@hering-ag.de
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